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Abstract: According to laser statistical scattering properties of ice crystal particles with rarefied random

distribution, differential scattering section (DSS) of ice spheres with exponential distribution, lognormal

distribution, Gamma distribution changed with scattering angles were calculated numerically and analyzed at

0.65, 1.31 and 1.55滋m, respectively. The results show the change of incident laser wavelength has a certain

effect on DSS of ice鄄crystal layer. And DSS of ice spheres with exponential distribution is the largest,

which is several orders of magnitude larger than the other two distributions. So different laser wavelength

and size distribution models of ice particles have great influence on laser scattering properties of rarefied

random distributed ice crystal particles. The works in this paper are based on the foundation for further

study development of the effect of ice鄄crystals cloud on the laser propagation properties in the ground鄄air links.
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多激光波长在不同稀薄随机分布冰晶粒子层的散射特性
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摘 要院 依据稀薄随机分布冰晶粒子的激光散射特性，当球形冰晶粒子分别服从指数、对数正态、

Gamma三种不同分布时，数值计算并分析了 0.65、1.31、1.55 滋m激光入射下不同稀薄随机冰晶粒子

层的微分散射截面随散射角的变化关系。结果表明：入射激光波长的改变对冰晶粒子层的微分散射

截面有一定的影响；当冰晶粒子服从指数分布时稀薄随机分布冰晶粒子层的微分散射截面最大，要比

其他两个分布大几个数量级；不同激光波长和冰粒子的尺度分布对稀薄随机分布冰晶粒子层的激光

散射特性有较大影响。文中所做的工作为进一步开展地空链路中冰晶粒子云层对激光传输特性的影

响研究奠定基础。
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0 Introduction

According to the definition of the World

Meteorological Organization (WMO), clouds with a

base height above 6 km are designated as high clouds,

including cirrus (Ci), cirrostratus (Cs) and cirrocumulus

(Cc). Because of these clouds with high altitude and

low temperature, which are composed of ice particles,

and it is also known as ice cloud[1]. Ice cloud is one

of the discrete random media, it is great significant to

study the propagation and scattering properties of laser

through ice cloud for atmospheric detection,

communication and remote sensing[2-5]. Therefore, more

and more scholars have been focused on the scattering

properties of ice particles. It is assumed that the

dimensional distribution of ice particle consistented

with the function in cirrus clouds, Zijun Liao et al.

calculated the average extinction efficiency, absorption

efficiency, single scattering albedo and asymmetry

factor of cirrus cloud in the visible light spectral

region [6]. Combining the discrete ordinate method

(DISORT) and single鄄scattering properties of different

shaped ice particles, Yanjie Zhao et al. have studied

the scattering and radiative properties of cirrus clouds

made of solid hexagonal prismy shape ice particles at

1.315滋m[7]. Based on a combination of the Amsterdam

discrete dipole approximation (ADDA), the T-matrix

method, and the improved geometric optics method

(IGOM), Yang et al. have systematically studied the

scattering, absorption, and polarization properties of

common ice particles of ice clouds in the spectral

range from 0.2 to 100 滋m, and developed the single鄄

scattering database of ice particles [ 8 ] . Most scholars

have studied the light scattering properties of static ice

particles[3-10]. However, ice particles in the atmosphere

are usually accompanied by certain motion due to the

effects of gravity and wind[1]. With the rapid development

of aerospace, meteorological technology in recent

years, research on laser scattering properties of ice

particles in motion state have became more and more

important. Therefore, it is of great importance and

extensive application value to study the scattering

properties of moving particles from a theoretical

perspective.

On the basis before works of our group[11], laser

statistical scattering properties of ice crystal particles

with rarefied random distribution under moving

condition are further improved, and scattering

properties of three different rarefied random distributed

ice crystal particles with different laser wavelengths

are numerically calculated and compared in this paper.

Our works are provided theoretical models for further

study laser propagation through ice clouds.

1 Laser scattering properties of ice

particles with rarefied random

distribution

According to Mie theory, the scattering fields of

a static ice sphere can be given[12]:

Er=0, E =- iexp(ikr)
kr

S1( )sin ,

E = iexp(ikr)
kr

S2( )cos (1)

with the scattering amplitude S1( ), S2( ):

S1( )=

肄

n=1

移 (2n+1)
n(n+1)

[an仔n(cos )+bn n(cos )] (2)

S2( )=

肄

n=1

移 (2n+1)
n(n+1)

[an n(cos )+bn仔n(cos )] (3)

Where Mie coefficient an, bn and 仔n, n only related to

scattering angle[1,12]. When the particle is moving, the

coordinate system is built to analyze the motion of ice

sphere as shown in Fig.1. 蒡忆 is static coordinate

system, 蒡 is moving coordinate system. Based on the

Maxwell equation Eq.(4), and when v軆=c, [E軑忆] will be

also satisfied with Eq.(5).
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Fig.1 Coordinate system for calculating differential scattering

section of particle

From Eqs. (1) -(5), it can be deduced that the

components of the scattering field [E軑忆] of moving ice

sphere are:

E軑r忆=
exp(ikr)

kr2
窑S1( )sin v

1
- exp(ikr)

kr2
窑S2( )cos v

1
(6)

E軑忆= iexp(ikr)
kr

S2( )cos +
v

1
exp(ikr)

kr2sin
{cos S1( )-

sin2窑[

肄

n=1

移 (2n+1)
n(n+1)

(an仔n忆(cos )+bn n忆(cos ))]-

S2( )}sin + vrexp(ikr)
kr2

S2( )cos (7)

E 忆=- iexp(ikr)
kr

S1( )sin - vrexp(ikr)
kr2

窑S1( )sin -

v
1
exp(ikr)

kr2sin
窑{cos S1( )-sin2 [

肄

n=1

移 (2n+1)
n(n+1)

(an仔n忆(cos )+bn n忆(cos ))]-S2( )}sin (8)

Where 仔n忆=d仔n/d , n忆=d n/d . According to f忆(e軆r,r軆)=

i
k
(Er忆e軆r+E 忆e軆+E 忆e軆), the expression of DSS of spherical

ice particle is given[12]:

d(o赞 , i赞 )=lim
R寅肄

[(R2SS)/Si]=| f軆(o赞 , i赞 )|
2 (9)

In order to facilitate numerical calculation, two

special cases are discussed in this paper:

(1) When the velocity v軆is zero, that is, the ice

particle is static, and the components of the velocity v軆

are zero. Substituting them into Eqs. (6-8), it can be

proved E軑忆=E軑that is consistent with Eq.(5). Now, the

DSS of static ice sphere can be derived from Eq.(9):

d(o赞 , i赞 )=| f軆忆(o赞 , i赞 )|
2= S2( )2cos2 +S1( )2sin2

k4r2
(10)

(2) When particle is moving along the y軆axis at

the speed v軆, then vy =vr =sin 1sin 1. Now sin 1 =1,

sin 1 =1, vy =vr, cos 1 =0, cos 1 =0, v
1
=0, v

1
=0,

substituting them into Eqs. (6-8), the DSS of moving

ice sphere can be derived

d(o赞, i赞)=| f軆忆(o赞 , i赞)|
2= S2( )2cos2 +S1( )2sin2

k4r2 1+
v
2

r
2r2

蓸 蔀 (11)
When the ice particles in the random medium

are very tenuous, the laser on the transmission path

are scattered only by a small number of particles. So

the single scattering is considered only and multiple

scattering can be neglected that widely used in

meteorology , ocean and interstellar dust [ 11 ] . The ice

particle size spectrum may be represented by gamma

distribution, modified gamma distribution, exponential

distribution, normal distribution, lognormal distribution

and so on[6,9,13-15]. The current commonly used model

are exponential distribution[13], lognormal distribution[13]

and gamma distribution[14-15].

n(D)=N0exp(- D) (12)

n(D)= N0

2仔姨 D
exp - ln2(D/D*)

2 2蓘 蓡 (13)

n(D)=N0
(ab)(2b-1)/b

[(1-2b)/b]
D(1-3b)/b窑exp - D

ab蓸 蔀 (14)

Where n(D) is the volume concentration, D is particle

dimension, N0 is the total number of particles per unit

volume, parameter is positive that controls the

curve change of the exponential distribution. standard

deviation , mode radius D*, effective radius a,

gamma function , the value of the effective variance

b is between 0 and 0.5[14].

W(D) is defined from Ref.[12], a probability density

function for finding the particle size between D and

D+dD:

W(D)= n(D)
N0

(15)

The statistical average DSS of ice cloud is given

by

掖 d业=
肄

0
乙 d窑W(D)dD (16)

Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (16), the
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statistical average DSS of static, moving ice cloud are

obtained respectively by,

掖 d业=
肄

0
乙 S1( )2sin2 +S2( )2cos2

k4r2蓘 蓡窑W(D)dD (17)

掖 d业=
肄

0
乙 S1( )2sin2 +S2( )2cos2

k4r2 1+
v
2

r
2r2

蓸 蔀蓘 蓡窑
W(D)dD (18)

2 Numerical results and analysis

According to the Eqs. (6) -(9), the static and

motion of ice sphere are considered. the DSS of

spherical ice particle at three different laser

wavelengths are numerically calculated. The complex

refractive index of ice particle m1 =1.308 +i1.43e -08,

m2 =1.295 8 +i1.31e -05, m3 =1.290 6 +i4.847 4e -04

corresponding to the incident laser wavelengths of

0.65, 1.31, 1.55 滋m, respectively[16].

Corresponding to Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), the DSS

of single static ice sphere are changed with their

dimensions D and scattering angles at 0.65 滋m

wavelength are shown in Fig.2, the DSS of single

moving ice sphere at v=100 m/s are shown in Fig.3.

Comparison of Fig.2 and Fig.3, the calculated results

are shown as following: (1) the DSS of single ice

sphere is related strongly to its dimensions and

scattering angles; (2) the DSS of static and of moving

ice sphere are almost equal. That is, the moving

velocity of spherical ice particle has little effect on

the DSS of ice sphere.

Fig.2 DSS of static ice sphere vs scattering angles and particle

dimensions

Fig.3 DSS of moving ice sphere vs scattering angles and particle

dimensions

Figure 4 are shown that the DSS of single ice

sphere are changed with their dimensions at 0.65,

1.31, 1.55滋m wavelengths, respectively. It is concluded

that for different wavelengths, the trend of the DSS of

ice sphere is different, and the local variation is also

different.

Fig.4 DSS of moving ice sphere vs particle dimension

Figure 5 are shown that the DSS of an ice sphere

are changed with scattering angles at 0.65, 1.31, 1.55滋m

wavelengths, respectively. The calculated results are

shown that: (1) these scattering patterns with rapid

Fig.5 DSS of moving ice sphere vs scattering angle
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fluctuation due to interference effects, depending on

the size parameter; (2) the laser wavelength is longer,

the DSS of ice sphere is larger.

Figure 6 are shown that the statistical average

DSS of moving ice spheres with lognormal distribution

changed with scattering angles at 0.65, 1.31, 1.55 滋m

wavelengths, respectively. It can be seen that the laser

wavelength is longer, the statistical average DSS of

ice spheres with rarefied random distribution is larger.

Fig.6 Average DSS of ice spheres with lognormal distribution vs

scattering angle when particles are moving

Figure 7 are shown that the statistical average

DSS of ice spheres with exponential distribution,

lognormal distribution and gamma distribution changed

with scattering angle at 1.55 滋m under moving

condition,respectively. The calculated results are shown

Fig.7 Average DSS of different rarefied random distributed ice

spheres vs scattering angle when particles are moving

that : (1) the trend of scattering patterns of ice

spheres with different rarefied random distribution

are almost the same, but there are differences at

138毅;(2) average DSS of ice spheres with exponential

distribution is the largest, which is several orders of

magnitude larger than the other two distributions. It

can be concluded that the size distribution model of

ice particles has great influence on laser scattering

properties of rarefied random distributed ice crystal

particles.

3 Conclusion

Research on the laser statistical scattering

properties of ice crystal particles with different

rarefied random distribution under moving condition

are further improved in this paper. the DSS of single

ice sphere changed with scattering angle and particle

size are numerically calculated and analyzed at

different laser wavelengths, and statistical average DSS

of different rarefied random distributed ice spheres

changed with scattering angle are compared. The

numerical results show that:

(1) When the moving velocity of the ice sphere

v軆垲c, the moving velocity of the ice sphere almost

does not change the DSS of ice sphere;

(2) The laser wavelength is longer, the statistical

average DSS of ice spheres with rarefied random

distribution is larger;

(3) The particle size distribution models hardly

change the trend of statistical average DSS of ice -

crystals cloud, but significantly increases the order of

magnitude of scattering patterns. Therefore, it can be

concluded that the size distribution model of ice

particles has great influence on laser scattering

properties of rarefied random distributed ice crystal

particles.
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